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Abstract

This paper presents a study of the influence of the space between billets on the productivity of a contin-

uous walking-beam furnace. The study was performed using a simulation model of a billet-reheating proc-

ess for three different billet dimensions. The simulation model considered the exact geometry of the furnace

enclosure, including the geometry of the billets inside the furnace. A view-factor matrix of the furnace

enclosure was determined using the Monte Carlo method. The heat exchange between the furnace gas,

the furnace wall and the billet�s surface was calculated using a three-temperature model. The temperature

of the furnace floor was determined using a heat-balance equation, and the heat conduction in the billets
was calculated using the 3D finite-difference method. The model was validated using measurements from

trailing thermocouples positioned in the test billet during the reheating process in the furnace.
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Nomenclature

a heat-transfer coefficient (Wm�2K�1)
a vector for the description of a general rectangular surface
A surface area (m2)
b vector for the description of a general rectangular surface
d furnace-wall/floor-layer thickness (m)
e vector of photon emission
F view-factor
F view-factor matrix
I number of surfaces in a furnace enclosure
K number of the furnace-wall/floor-layers
L length (m)
M number of the furnace-floor surfaces
N number of photons
q heat flux (Wm�2)
R random number
T temperature (K)
x vector from the coordinate base to the point on the surface
X point on the surface

Greek letters
a absorptivity factor
e emissivity factor
/ angle in spherical coordinate system (rad)
/ diameter (mm)
k heat conduction (Wm�1K�1)
p number PI
r Stefan–Boltzmann constant, r = 5.671 · 10�8 Wm�2K�4

h angle in spherical coordinate system (rad)

Subscripts

abs absorption
air air
b billet
cond conduction
E emission
floor furnace floor
g furnace gas
w furnace wall
i index of surface in furnace enclosure
j index of surface in furnace enclosure
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k index of layers of furnace wall/floor
m index of furnace-floor surface
n index of furnace-floor surface
rad radiation
! outgoing
 incoming
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1. Introduction

Optimising energy-intensive processes plays an important role in the steel industry�s drive to
introduce cleaner and more efficient forms of production. Industrial furnaces are usually the crit-
ical pieces of equipment in the industrial production chain, for the following reasons: they con-
sume a large amount of energy, they have an important influence on the quality of the final
product, they account for a large proportion of the production time and they have a major impact
on the levels of pollution that are generated by the plant [1].

The hot-rolling process for steel billets requires high-quality reheated billets. And these billets
are often reheated in a gas-fired, continuous walking-beam furnace (Fig. 1).

In a walking beam furnace, the billets are transported through the furnace by the action of the
so-called walking beam. The complete walking-beam step consists of the following segments: rais-
ing the beam with all the billets, shifting the beam with the billets over a length of one step, low-
ering the beam to put the billets on the floor, shifting the beam back to the start position,
discharging the billet at the last position from the furnace and charging a new billet to the first
position in the furnace. The length of the beam step can, however, be varied.

In an earlier publication, we reported on a new transport system for moving the billets from the
reheating furnace to a rolling mill [4]. The system allows one furnace to serve two rolling mills.
During the production process we observed that the productivity of the rolling mills is greater
than that of the furnace. As a result, we decided to look into the possibility of increasing the fur-
nace�s productivity in order to increase the overall production capabilities. One possibility that we
identified was to alter the space between the billets.
space between billets space between billets

z

x

y

Fig. 1. A walking-beam furnace.
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The productivity of a continuous, walking-beam furnace is defined as the weight of reheated
billets per unit time. In this case, reheated means that the billets are reheated to the prescribed
final temperature in the middle of the billet with an acceptable temperature difference between
the upper and lower surfaces of the billet. For billets that are of the same size and the same grade
of steel, the productivity is directly related to the frequency of discharged billets (the beam steps).
Reheating conditions are, however, different for different spaces between billets at the same step
frequency. In the case of small spaces between billets (short beam steps) the reheating time in the
furnace is long: the billets are close to each other; the reheating is asymmetrical, mostly through
the upper surface of the billet; and the furnace floor is colder because it is mainly reheated indi-
rectly through the billets. In the case of long spaces between billets (long beam steps) the reheating
time is short: the distance between the billets allows more symmetrical reheating; the furnace floor
is warmer because it is mostly reheated directly from the furnace walls and the furnace gas. This
suggests that there is an optimum space between the billets, where the highest productivity lies.

Based on practical experiences, Schuppe [8] suggests a wide interval for the highest productivity.
However, for optimising a particular furnace, the dependence of the productivity on the space be-
tween the billets is required. One possible way to obtain this dependence is to use a simulation mod-
el, which allows us to experiment with a wide range of spaces and with billets of different sizes.

In order to optimise the billet-reheating process in a walking-beam furnace we developed a sim-
ulation model. The model is based on the main physical phenomena of the reheating process in a
natural-gas-fired walking-beam furnace: thermal radiation is the main heat-transfer mechanism,
and the geometry of the furnace enclosure has an important role in the heat transfer of the thermal
radiation. The furnace enclosure consists of the furnace geometry together with the geometry of the
charged billets inside the furnace. This means that the geometry of the continuous furnace enclo-
sure becomes very complex when there are hundreds of billets in the furnace and reflected radiation
becomes a factor. When experimenting with the space between the billets and with the size of the
billets, the geometry of the furnace enclosure will change. So in order to study the productivity
dependencies, the geometry of the furnace enclosure has to be treated very accurately in the model.

One of the chief mathematical complexities in treating radiative heat transfer between surfaces
is accounting for the geometrical relations involved in how the surfaces view each other. For the
whole furnace enclosure, they are expressed with a view-factor matrix form. In order to determine
the matrix, a separate simulation model based on the Monte Carlo method was developed. This
model allows a view-factor determination for a general furnace enclosure consisting of rectangular
surfaces. When the view-factor matrix for a particular furnace enclosure, including the billets, is
known, it can be read into the simulation model of the billet-reheating process.

The aim of this study was to find out how the furnace productivity was affected by using dif-
ferent charging spaces between the billets for different billet dimensions. Once the productivity
curves are known, it would be possible to find the optimum space between the billets that gives
the highest furnace productivity for an individual billet size.
2. Determination of the view-factor matrix using the Monte Carlo method

The calculation of the thermal radiation heat transfer between two surfaces can be divided into
the energy and the geometry parts [6]. The main part of the calculation of the thermal radiation
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heat exchange between the surfaces in the furnace enclosure is the determination of a view-factor
matrix F. The elements of the matrix are the view-factors Fi!j that describe the fraction of the
total thermal radiation emitted by surface Ai that is absorbed by surface Aj, including multiple
reflections. Since some of the surfaces in the enclosure cannot view each other and some can only
be viewed partly, the furnace enclosure presents a complex geometry for the view-factor
calculation.

Since energy travels in discrete photon bundles along a straight path before interacting with a
surface [6], problems in thermal radiation are particularly well suited to the Monte Carlo method.
In the case of determining view-factors, a large number Ni of photons are emitted from the sur-
face, i.e., Ai. These photons are emitted from the surface according to probability density func-
tions. The path of each photon, including possible reflections, is traced to its absorption at one
of the surfaces of the furnace enclosure. In the model, the emission and the reflection of photons
are treated as grey and diffuse. Thus, determining view-factors in the furnace enclosure with the
Monte Carlo method implies emitting and tracing the history of a statistically meaningful random
sample of photons from their points of emission to their points of absorption, including multiple
reflections. After the emission of a large number of photons Ni from a surface Ai, the view-factor
Fi!j can be directly determined by counting the number of photons Ni!j that have been absorbed
at the surface Aj [6]:
F i!j ¼ lim
Ni!1

Ni!j

N i

� �
� Ni!j

N i

� �
Ni�1

ð1Þ
The emission of an individual photon from surface Ai is determined by the point of emission XE

and by the direction of emission e (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Photon emission.
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The random-number generator Mersenne–Twister [5], which is equally distributed in interval
[0,1] was used in the model. The probability of emission from the rectangular surface Ai is equally
distributed across the whole surface. The point of emission XE can thus be determined by multi-
plying vectors a and b by two random numbers R1 and R2:
xE ¼ R1aþ R2b ð2Þ
The direction of emission is determined by the angles h and /. In the model, a grey diffuse emis-
sion and reflection approximation is assumed. In this case h and / can be determined using two
random numbers R3 and R4 [2,7]:
h ¼ sin�1ð
ffiffiffiffiffi
R3

p
Þ

/ ¼ 2pR4

ð3Þ
The path of each photon is traced using a photon-tracing algorithm. The photon can interact
on its path with one of the surfaces of observed geometry. When the photon-surface interaction
occurs, a new random number Ri is generated. If Ri 6 ek, then it is assumed in the model that the
photon is absorbed at surface Ak, else the reflection of the photon occurs. Reflections are treated
using the point of interception as a point of reflection. The direction of diffuse reflection is treated
using the same equations as used for the direction of emission.
3. The simulation model used for the billet reheating

3.1. Heat exchange in the furnace

Billets are reheated in a gas-fired continuous furnace. The heat-exchange phenomena between
the furnace gas, the furnace wall and the billet surface is treated using basic algorithms of the
modified three-temperature model of Heiligenstaedt [3]. The model is based on three tempera-
tures: the furnace-gas temperature Tg, the furnace-wall temperature Tw and the billet-surface tem-
perature Tb. All three temperatures have to be known for an evaluation of the temperature-
dependent heat fluxes in the system. The modification of the model assumes that the furnace-wall
temperature can be measured more reliably than the furnace-gas temperature. Therefore, the fur-
nace-wall temperature was taken as the model�s primary value; in contrast to the original model,
where this was the furnace-gas temperature. The model was also improved to take into account
the geometry of the furnace enclosure, including the billets. The model assumes that the fur-
nace-gas temperature is homogenous, and so to comply with this assumption the length of the fur-
nace is divided into smaller segments.

The heat exchange in the furnace segment is shown in Fig. 3(a). The furnace gas has the highest
temperature Tg in the system and emits heat to the furnace wall (qrad gw, qconv gw) and to the billet
surface (qrad gb, qconv gb) by radiation and convection. A fraction of the heat to the furnace wall is
lost to the outside, through the furnace wall (qcondw), and another fraction is emitted to the billet
surface (qradwb), where it is partly absorbed by the furnace gas (qabs g). The inner furnace-wall tem-
perature Tw is known; it can be measured with a thermocouple mounted in the furnace wall. The
billet-surface temperature is also known; it is calculated step-by-step, using the finite difference
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method. The only unknown temperature in the system is the furnace-gas temperature Tg; this can
be evaluated by solving an equilibrium equation on the inner furnace wall:
0 ¼ qrad gwðT g; T wÞAw þ qconv gwðT g; T wÞAw � qcondwðT wÞAw

� qradwbðT w; T bÞAb þ qabs gðT w; T bÞAb ð4Þ
In Eq. (4), Aw is the area of the wall surface of the furnace segment, Ab is the area of the billet
surface that is surrounded by the furnace-wall segment. The above equation can be solved numer-
ically using the bisection method. The qrad gw(Tg,Tw) is calculated by Eq. (5); it describes the dif-
ference between the emitted heat flux from the gas mixture and the absorbed heat flux emitted
from the furnace wall. The values for eg and ag are determined using the model for a grey-gas
CO2 and H2O mixture of Hottel [7].
qrad gwðT g; T wÞ ¼ egðT gÞrT 4
g � agðT g; T wÞrT 4

w ð5Þ
The qconv gw(Tg,Tw) in (4) can be determined using Eq. (6). The convection heat transfer in a
high-temperature reheating furnace has a minor influence on the reheating process, especially
in the high-temperature part of the furnace. Different authors recommend different values for
agw between 10 and 15W/m2K. In our model we used agw = 12W/m2K.
qconv gwðT g; T wÞ ¼ agw � ðT g � T wÞ ð6Þ
For the evaluation of the furnace-gas temperature Tg of the furnace segment (4) the average
heat flux between the furnace wall and the billet surface qradwb(Tw,Tb) is determined by (7):
qrad wbðT w; T bÞ ¼
ewðT wÞrT 4

w � ebðT bÞrT 4
b

1

eb
þ Ab

Aw

1

ew
� 1

� � ð7Þ
The part of the heat exchange between the furnace wall and the billet surface that is absorbed in
the furnace gas qabs g is determined by Eq. (8). It is determined as the radiation of the furnace gas
to the billet surface, where the furnace gas is at the furnace-wall temperature [3]. The values for eg
and ag are determined using the model for a grey-gas CO2 and H2O mixture of Hottel [7].
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qabs gðT w; T bÞ ¼ egðT wÞrT 4
w � agðT w; T bÞrT 4

b ð8Þ
The heat conduction through a multi-layer (K) furnace wall qcondw is calculated using Eq. (9).
The thermal conductivities kk of individual furnace-wall layers are temperature dependant. There-
fore, Eq. (9) is solved iteratively.
qcondw ¼
1

PK
k¼1

dk

kkðT kÞ

� �
þ 1

aair

ðT w � T airÞ ð9Þ
The total heat flux qtotal,j on the billet surface element j is then calculated using Eq. (10):
qtotal;j ¼ qrad gbðT g; T bÞ þ qconv gbðT g; T bÞ þ qradwb;j � qabs gðT gÞ ð10Þ
The calculation of qrad gb(Tg,Tb) in (10) is analogous to that for qrad gw(Tg,Tw) by (5):
qrad gbðT g; T bÞ ¼ egðT gÞrT 4
g � agðT g; T bÞrT 4

b ð11Þ
The calculation of qconv gb(Tg,Tb) in (10) is analogous to that for qconv gw(Tg,Tw) using (6):
qconv gbðT g; T bÞ ¼ agb � ðT g � T bÞ ð12Þ
For an exact geometrical treatment in the model, the radiation heat exchange qradwb,j in Eq.
(10) is calculated as the difference between the incoming qj and the outgoing qj! thermal radi-
ation to the billet surface element j (13):
qrad wb;j ¼ qj � qj! ¼
XI

i¼1
eiðT iÞrT 4

i

Ai

Aj
F i!j � ejðT jÞrT 4

j ð13Þ
In Eq. (13), the incoming thermal radiation consists of the thermal radiation contributions of
the individual surface elements described by the elements Fi!j of the view-factor matrix F. The
matrix F is calculated prior to the simulation for the whole furnace geometry, consisting of I
surfaces.

When the total heat fluxes to all the billet surface elements are determined, the 3D heat conduc-
tion inside the billet is calculated using the finite-difference method.
3.2. The temperature of the furnace floor

The billets in the walking-beam furnace lie on the furnace floor. The spaces between the billets
and the billet dimensions can be varied. The furnace floor is heated from other surfaces in furnace
enclosure; these surfaces can be the furnace walls or the billet surfaces. When the space between
the billets becomes smaller, the furnace floor becomes colder, because the floor area covered by
the billets becomes larger. In order to determine the furnace-floor temperature a special procedure
has been developed.

The length of the furnace floor is divided into M floor-surface elements, to fulfill the isother-
mal condition. For each floor-surface element n, the heat-flux balance equation is derived (Fig.
3(b)):
qn � qn! � qcond floor;n ¼ 0 ð14Þ
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The incoming heat flux qn can be determined as the sum of the contributions of the surfaces in
the furnace enclosure (15), by considering the elements Fm!n of the view-factor matrix F.
(a)

Fig. 4

measu

measu
qn ¼
XM
m¼1

emðTmÞrT 4
m

Am
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Nm!n

Nm
¼

XM
m¼1

emðTmÞrT 4
m

Am

An
F m!n ð15Þ
The outgoing heat flux qn! in Eq. (14) due to thermal radiation can be calculated using Eq.
(16). The temperature Tn is unknown. Therefore, the outgoing thermal flux cannot be determined
directly.
qn! ¼ enðT nÞrT 4
n ð16Þ
The heat conduction through the furnace-floor element qcondfloor,n is evaluated using Eq. (9) by
taking account of the material properties of the furnace-floor layers.

The calculation of all three thermal fluxes in Eq. (14) depends on the unknown temperature Tn

of the furnace-wall element. The bisection method is used in the model to solve the balance Eq.
(14) numerically, which gives the temperature of the furnace-floor element Tn.

3.3. Validation of the simulation model

The validation of the simulation model is a very important phase in the process of developing
the simulation model. The model was validated on the basis of measurements on the OFU furnace
in the Inexa Štore Steelworks in Slovenia.

The measurements were performed using five trailing thermocouples (Type K, / = 5mm,
L = 35m). These five thermocouples were mounted on a test billet (Figs. 4 and 5). The tempera-
tures were measured during the reheating of the billet as it passed through the furnace. The tuning
of the model was performed simply by adjusting the temperature profile of the furnace�s ceiling
and sidewalls. After the tuning of the model, all the parameters of the model were within real
(b)

. Validation of the simulation model: a comparison between the simulation and the measurement results for

ring points 1, 3 and 5. The small vertical lines at the bottom of the graphs show the furnace steps during the

rements: (a) 0–60min of reheating, (b) 60–120min of reheating.
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physical values. Good agreement was obtained between the measured and the calculated temper-
atures at all five measuring points for the 120min of the billet-reheating process (Figs. 4 and 5).
The good agreement of the bottom-surface temperatures confirms that the algorithm for the fur-
nace-floor temperature calculation is appropriate. The model takes into account the material
properties of the reheated billets. The test billet of CK-45 Steel has a magnetic transformation
at about 750 �C (a change in the specific heat at this temperature). This transformation can be seen
in Fig. 4(b), measuring point 3 (solid lines), where the rise in the temperature of the bottom sur-
face slows at around 750 �C. This phenomenon is observed in both the simulation and the meas-
urement results.

The validation phase shows that the developed algorithms of the simulation model for billet
reheating are in good agreement with the real physical behaviour of the reheating process.
4. Results

The simulations were performed for three billet sizes: (180mm · 180mm · 3500mm),
(220mm · 220mm · 3500mm) and (300mm · 300mm · 3500mm). The first two (180mm and
220mm) billet sizes were reheated during the normal production process; the third size
(300mm) was chosen to confirm the dependence for other billet sizes. The same criterion for dis-
charging the billet from the furnace was used for all three sizes. The criterion is that the billet tem-
perature in the centre should be at least 1235�C, and the temperature difference between the upper
and lower surfaces of the billet should be less than 10�C.

The furnace productivity was simulated for different spaces between the billets. The graphs of
furnace productivity for different billet dimensions, depending on the space between the billets, are
shown in Figs. 6(a), (b) and 7(a). For each simulated space (each point in the graphs) the view-
factor matrix F of the whole furnace was determined using the simulation model for the view-
factor calculation. Next, the matrix F was used in the simulation model of the billet-reheating
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process. The simulations of the billet reheating were performed many times for different time
intervals between the furnace steps until the discharging criterion was satisfied.

It is clear from the graphs in Figs. 6(a), (b) and 7(a) that the productivity is very dependent on
the space between the billets for all three sizes of billet. All three graphs show that an optimum
space between billets exists, where the maximum productivity will be achieved.

For reheating conditions where there is no space between the billets, the long reheating times
are significant (it takes approximately 5h for a 180mm billet, 7h for a 220mm billet and 10h
for a 300mm billet). The main reason for the slow heating of the billet is the small area of heat
exchange with the furnace (just the upper surface) and the low temperature of the furnace floor
(because it is heated indirectly through the billet).

When the space between the billets becomes longer the productivity increases until the optimum
space between billets is reached, where the maximum productivity is achieved. From Figs. 6(a), (b)
and 7(a) it is clear that for the 180mm billet the maximum productivity of 33.7 t/h is achieved with
80mm of space between the billets; for the 220mm billet the maximum productivity of 31.9 t/h is
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achieved with 100mm of space between the billets; and for the 300mm billet the maximum pro-
ductivity of 28.2 t/h is achieved with 120mm of space between the billets.

When the space between the billets exceeds the optimum, the productivity is observed to de-
crease. Longer spaces between the billets give the billet a better geometrical position for intercept-
ing the heat flux from the furnace with side surfaces and, as a result, the furnace floor becomes
warmer. Therefore, the billets need a shorter reheating time, as can be seen in Figs. 6(a), (b)
and 7(a). The reason why the productivity falls lies in its definition together with the nature of
the continuous walking-beam furnace. When the billets are of the same size, the productivity is
determined by the frequency of the furnace steps. In the continuous walking-beam furnace, the
space between the billets determines the length of the furnace step. As a result, longer furnace
steps, at the same frequency, give a shorter reheating time for the billets. When the space between
the billets becomes longer than optimum, the reheating time becomes shorter, and does not allow
the billet to reheat under the prescribed conditions. Therefore, the frequency of the furnace steps
has to be reduced to satisfy the prescribed reheating conditions, which lowers the furnace
productivity.

The comparison of furnace productivities for all three sizes of billet, depending on the normal-
ized space between the billets, is presented in Fig. 7(b). The normalized space between the billets
is, for a square cross-section, defined as:
Normalized space between billets ¼ space between billets=cross-sectional size
The cross-sectional size represents the width or the height of the square-billet cross-section. In
the cases investigated here the values of the cross-sectional size are 180mm, 220mm or 300mm.
The normalized space between the billets is a non-dimensional value. The comparison of the pro-
ductivity curves in Fig. 7(b) shows that the highest productivity occurs for approximately the
same normalized space between the billets for all three billet sizes, i.e., about 0.5. The highest pro-
ductivity can be achieved when the space between the billets is half of the billet�s cross-sectional
size. This is also in agreement with Schuppe [8], who suggested the optimum space was between
0.3 and 0.7, based on measurements and observations.
5. Conclusion

The developed simulation model of the billet-reheating process considers the exact geometry in
thermal radiation calculations of the furnace enclosure, including the geometry of the billets inside
the furnace. The predictions of the developed simulation model for the billet-reheating process are
in good agreement with the experimental data obtained from trailing thermocouples in real indus-
trial furnace. The model was used for studying the productivity of a continuous walking-beam
furnace for different spaces between billets, for three different sizes of billet. We found that the
space between the billets has a significant effect on furnace productivity. The shape of the fur-
nace-productivity curves shows that an optimum space exists, where the maximum productivity
of the furnace can be achieved. When the space between the billets is normalized with the size
of the billet�s cross-section, the results show that the highest productivity is achieved for the same
normalized space for all three simulated billet sizes. The value of the optimum normalized space is
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about 0.5. This is also in agreement with Schuppe [8], who suggested the optimum space was be-
tween 0.3 and 0.7, based on measurements and observations.
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